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We would like to welcome you to the inaugural edition of the Japanese Journal of

Statistics and Data Science (JJSD). Our journal will gather and publish original

articles in the fields of statistics and data science. JJSD is unique in that we

welcome papers from many diverse research fields as they relate to statistical

theories and their novel applications.

We carefully chose the name of our journal to reflect that our aim is to serve

many very talented people from fields such as math, computer science, various areas

of engineering, medicine, natural sciences, and even social sciences and economics,

who are in the process of bringing many exciting new ideas, approaches and ways of

thinking to statistics. Though the term ‘Data Science’ is much newer than that of

‘Statistics’, we believe their goals are extremely similar: ‘to extract knowledge or

insights from data’, and the combination of ‘Statistics’ and ‘Data Science’ brings a

new frontier to research and methodologies not only in Japan, but also worldwide.

Japanese Journal of Statistics and Data Science is published by the Japanese

Federation of Statistical Science Associations (JFSSA). The federation is comprised

of six member societies working together to promote statistics both within Japan

and globally.

Under the broad umbrella of traditional statistical science combined with modern

data science, in future editions we shall include specific sections such as theory and

methods, biometrics, computational statistics, and econometrics.

We are looking forward to accepting many exciting new research papers in the

coming years, from both renowned researchers and promising graduate students,

and to introducing groundbreaking theories and research to our readers.
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